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Abstract: Exponential proliferation of UAVs and CubeSats puts NASA's high priority
communication systems at risk. UAVs and CubeSats are easy to acquire, modify and build,
making it extremely likely that some will be used in unauthorized ways. While these systems
provide several benefits to society, their increased use also increases the probability of unintentional
signal interference, and even deliberate jamming of NASA's communication systems.
This paper presents an algorithm to determine 1) when an interference induced fade will

occur, 2) how long the fade will persist for and 3) how intense the fade will be. The algorithm
requires data collected from Vortex Radiometers (VRs), which probe the RF environment using
annular antenna beam patterns. A set of numerical simulations show that a multi-beam VR
system can instruct a cognitive antenna to switch between Ka- and X-Band communications,
in order to avert interference from small diameter noise sources. Analysis of the simulation
results indicate that practical VR systems will require several concentric annular beam patterns,
in order to mitigate fades from noise sources of various sizes. The paper concludes by identifying
technology challenges that need to be overcome to achieve these capabilities.

1. Introduction

The UAV and CubeSat marketplace is growing at a phenomenal rate, making it possible for small
commercial entities, universities and even the public at large to become a part of the aerospace
community [1–5]. These emerging markets have the potential to dramatically impact the world by
providing new methods of disaster response, road traffic monitoring, farming, and even package
delivery [6–11]. However, the growth in operational UAVs and CubeSats also creates challenges,
especially for high priority communication systems.
Regulation of UAV and CubeSat communication systems is particularly challenging. These

systems are easy to acquire, modify and build, and therefore their unauthorized use will
undoubtedly occur. While countries around the world have agreed to international standards for
the use of frequency spectrum, rouge UAV and CubeSats, can easily transmit on frequencies that
are intended for other purposes. This could be accidental; a result of improper programming for
example, or more nefarious.
The probability of a serious incident resulting from interference or jamming of a critical

communication channel increases as proliferation of UAVs and CubeSats increases. For example,
NASA's communication systems support space-vehicle launches, astronauts in orbit and critical
science missions in deep space. Losing communication with any of these systems could result in
loss of life, equipment and knowledge. NASA and other agencies must therefore develop robust
countermeasures.

NASA is focused on developing cognitive antenna systems, in part to help tackle this problem.
Simply put, a cognitive antenna can change its system parameters based on interactions with the
environment in which it operates [12]. Some cognitive antennas are able to identify and mitigate
interfering signals using adaptive filtering. Other cognitive systems aim to optimally allocate
spectrum for multiple users.
While these systems are proving successful, many take the approach of analyzing real-time

link statistics in order to predict future performance [13, 14]. Yet, fades on communication links
due to adverse weather and signal interference are stochastic, which ultimately limits prediction
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accuracy. Cognitive antenna capabilities will improve if interfering signals are identified and
measured before they impact the communication link.
For example, interfering and jamming signals with large bandwidths and high power may

not be mitigatable with adaptive filtering. In these situations, large scale changes in carrier
frequency are required, such as transitioning from optical to RF, or from Ka- to X-Band. These
types of frequency changes require time to bring the new systems online and coordinate between
transmitter and receiver. Fortunately, Vortex Radiometers (VRs) are capable of providing
advanced warning of impending fades. A new approach to analyzing VR data, in the limit of
small diameter noise sources such as UAVs and CubeSats, is presented in this paper. This new
approach estimates 1) when a fade will occur, 2) how long the fade will persist for and 3) how
intense the fade will be. This information is then shared with cognitive antennas, which use it to
determine when, and how to, carry out a frequency change.

2. Vortex Radiometry

VRs create annular beam patterns by exploiting the orbital angular momentum (OAM) nature
of electromagnetic fields [15, 16]. These annular beams measure radiometric data around a
communication link, allowing VRs to detect noise sources before they interact with the link.
Basic VR capability was demonstrated on a simulated 100 Mbps GEO-to-ground communication
link, in a previous paper [17].
In those simulations, a noise source traversed across the communication beam, and without

VR capabilities available, the link faded. However, when the VR was used, fade mitigation was
successfully applied to maintain the link. The algorithm simply observed noise temperatures
measured by the VR and communication link. If the noise temperature recorded by the VR
was above some threshold temperature, fade mitigation was enabled. Mitigation was disabled
when the VR noise temperature fell below the threshold AND the noise temperature measured
by the communication link fell below the VR measured temperature. Previous VR simulations
also showed that small noise sources, relative to the VR beam size, could slip past the detection
algorithm. Reducing the azimuthal mode number of the VR beam, remedied the problem.
However, this is a signal that multi-beam VRs should be considered.
UAVs and CubeSats fall into the small noise source category, and therefore mitigation of

signal interference and jamming from these platforms requires multi-beam VR systems. While
multi-beam VRs are more complex from a hardware perspective, they provide the ability to use
more advanced fade detection algorithms. One example of an advanced algorithm is provided in
the upcoming section. In it, noise sources are identified and their relative velocities are calculated.
Analysis of the radiometric data then provides the ability to estimate 1) when the fade will occur,
2) how long the fade will persist for and 3) how intense the fade will be. Later on, this algorithm
will be demonstrated on simulated Ka-Band communication link that switches to X-Band in
order to avoid an interference induced fades.

3. Noise Source Parameter Estimation

Changing frequency bands does not happen instantaneously. Efficient migration to a new band
requires information about an impending noise source. Cognitive antennas need to know, for
example, when to make the frequency change and how long to stay operating at the new frequency
before it is safe to return. The intensity of the impending fade may also be a factor in determining
the optimum fade mitigation strategy. The example algorithm provided here, is capable of
providing this information to cognitive systems. For simplicity, a series of standard radiometers,
producing Gaussian beam patterns (Fig. 1), are considered before introducing VRs. In either
case, a minimum of two radiometer beams are required.
Identifying a noise source is the first step in the process, and is accomplished by monitoring

sky brightness temperature with a radiometer. Under clear sky conditions, a radiometer will
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Fig. 1: Several cascaded radiometers determine noise source velocity and TOI from peaks in
measured sky brightness temperature time series.

measure a constant brightness temperature, for fixed azimuth and elevation angles. However,
measured brightness temperatures increase when rain, the Sun or an interfering signal passes
through the antenna's beam pattern [18–21]. As the noise source vacates the beam, the brightness
temperature returns to its clear sky value. The resulting temperature peak (Fig. 2), coupled with
the known orientation of the radiometer determines the angular position of the noise source at a
particular time. For simplicity, the remainder of this paper assumes that the altitude of the noise
source is known. In practice this can be measured with a profiling radiometer, radar or a LIDAR
system [22,23]. The noise source has now been identified and located.

Fig. 2: Sky brightness temperature peak produced by a noise source traversing a radiometer's
beam pattern.

Now that the noise source is identified, its velocity relative to the communication link must be
measured. This is accomplished by identifying the source with a second radiometer using the
same pointing angle as the first, but displaced by a known linear distance (Fig. 1). The relative
velocity of the noise source is then,

Vest =
Dn+1 − Dn

tn+1 − tn
. (1)
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Again, for the purposes of this paper, it is assumed that the altitude of the noise source is
known. In that case, Dn is the distance between the points of maximum gain of the nth and
nth + 1 radiometer, at the altitude of interest, and tn is the time at which the noise source was
identified. Adding additional radiometers along the path provides for several measurements to be
averaged, resulting in a statistical distribution of possible velocities. When the relative velocity
and distance from the noise source to the communication link (DA) are known, it is possible to
calculate the time-of-impact (TOI).

TOI =
DA − Dn

Vest
+ tn (2)

TOI indicates when the maximum noise temperature will be recorded by the communication
link. However, TOI on its own does not indicate when the fade will start or end. This requires an
estimate of the fade persistence, or how long it will remain over the communication link.

Estimating fade persistence requires knowledge of 1) the minimum sky brightness temperature
that will cause the communication link to fade, 2) how that temperature relates to the temperature
recorded by the radiometers and finally 3) how long did the radiometers record noise temperatures
above that threshold. The noise temperature limit that will cause the communication link to fade
is,

TLim =
PRF · GR

kb · RsRF · EsNOReq
, (3)

where PRF is the RF signal power at the receiver, GR is the receiver gain, kB is Boltzmann's
constant, RsRF is the symbol rate (sym/sec) and EsNOReq is the EsNO required to close the link.

If the radiometer and communication antenna patterns are the same, TLim is the same for both
systems. However, if the beam patterns differ, the temperatures measured by the radiometer will
not necessarily be equal to the temperatures seen by the communication link. A good estimator
relating the TLim to the measured radiometer temperatures was found to be,

TVRLim =
IVR

IComm
·
(
TLim − Tsky

)
+ Tsky . (4)

Here TSky is the clear sky brightness temperature, while IVR and IComm are the peak gains of
the radiometer and communication beam patterns, respectively. The time over which the VR
measures an identified noise source temperature above TVRLim is denoted ∆t, and is the first
parameter required to determine fade persistence (Fig. 3).
The final parameter required in order to estimate fade persistence is the relative width of the

radiometer to communication antenna beams. This is calculable from knowledge of the antenna
far-field beam patterns. This ratio Rw is found by first determining the antenna pattern with the
lowest peak gain GMin. The gain threshold is than taken to be half of the peak gain.

GThres = 0.5 · GMin. (5)

The beam diameter Θ, is then calculated for each antenna at GThres. This results in a width
ratio of,

Rw =
ΘVR

ΘComm
. (6)

Finally, the fade persistence is estimated with,

tpersist =
∆t
Rw
. (7)

Impact initiation time (IIT) or the time at which the communication link begins to fade is then,
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Fig. 3: Sky brightness temperature peak produced by a noise source traversing a radiometer's
beam pattern.

I IT = TOI − 0.5 · tpersist . (8)

And the impact release time (IRT), or the time at which the communication link will no longer
be in a fade, is simply,

IRT = TOI + 0.5 · tpersist . (9)

When the fade will occur and how long the fade will persist for, are now known. The final
parameter estimation required is the fade intensity. The first step is to estimate the anticipated
noise temperature that will be seen by the communication link by re-writing Eq. (4).

Test =
Icomm

IVR
·
(
TVR − Tsky

)
+ Tsky (10)

Readings from several radiometers can be averaged to produce a statistical probability
distribution of Test , resulting in a better estimate. The impact of the anticipated temperature
increase, on the communication link's power margin is determined by recalculating the receiver
carrier to noise ratio.

RCoNO′ =
PRF

Test + kb
(11)

The reduced EsNO becomes,

EsNO′ =
RCoNO′

RsRF
(12)

Which makes the anticipated link margin,

∆
′ = 10log10

(
EsNO′

EsNOReq

)
(13)

The communication link will be under a fade if the reduced link margin ∆′ is negative.
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While this set of equations was developed by envisioning a set of standard radiometers, with
Gaussian antenna patterns displaced linearly from a communication link, they are also applicable
to VRs (Fig. 4). However, the annual beam structure associated with VRs creates some additional
effects that should be considered.

Fig. 4: Concentric annular radiometric beam patterns are used to determine fade characteristics
prior to a noise source impinging upon the communication link. These parameters are then used
to employ an optimal fade mitigation technique.

The primary issue in regards to using annular VR beams is that noise sources with relatively
large diameters will skew the measured noise temperature time series. This is a fundamental
result of overlapping an annulus with a circle. A circle of small diameter intersecting a larger
annular beam is similar to using a standard Gaussian beam pattern, and produces symmetric
peaks. However, as the circle's diameter increases, the peak temperature shifts towards the center
of the annulus. This effect is demonstrated in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5: Several noise temperature time series are shown for different ratios of noise source radius
to annular beam radius. It is clear that the time series skews inward as the ratio is increased.

Increased skewness in the measured noise temperature time series results in improper
determination of the time at which the noise source is over points of maximum antenna gain.
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This adversely impacts the relative velocity (Eq. 1) and TOI (Eq. 2) estimates. Figure 5 shows
that skewness increases as the ratio of noise source radius to maximum intensity radius, of the
OAM beam, increases. The radius of maximum intensity of an OAM beam is [24],

rmax = ω

√
|l |
2
. (14)

Hereω is the beam radius [25]. Therefore, the impact of skewness can be reduced by increasing
the azimuthal mode number associated with the VR antenna pattern. It is clear from this result,
that multi-beam VR systems are required to detect noise sources of various sizes.

The set of equations within this section provide a means to estimate 1) when a fade will occur,
2) how long with will persist for and 3) how intense the fade will be. These estimations are
valid for noise sources with effective radii that are less than the maximum intensity radius of the
OAM mode used in the VR. Therefore, the parameter estimation is well suited to detecting small
noise sources such as UAVs and CubeSats, which pose a particularly difficult challenge to high
priority communication systems. The following section will demonstrate the effectiveness of this
estimation routine by simulating a 100 Mbps, Ka-Band, GEO-to-ground communication link.
A multi-beam VR will track a small noise source, detect the impending fade and instruct the
Ka-Band link to change frequency band, in order to maintain the link.

4. Simulation

The proliferation of UAVs and CubeSats poses an interference risk to high priority communication
systems. Fortunately, data gathered by VRs can be used to estimate noise source characteristics
and supply relevant parameters to a cognitive antenna, which will apply appropriate fade
mitigation. This section demonstrates how VRs help cognitive antennas change frequency bands
to advert fade events.

Simulated Communication Link Parameters

Ka-Band X-Band

Parameter Value Units Value Units

Frequency 26 GHz 10 GHz

Transmitter Power 0.75 W 0.75 W

Transmitter Aperture Diameter 0.55 m 0.55 m

Modulation BPSK - BPSK -

Coding Scheme Uncoded - Uncoded -

Data Rate 100 Mbps 100 Mbps

BER 1E-6 - 1E-6 -

Range 35786 km 35786 km

Receiver Aperture Diameter 1.2 m 4 m

Sky Brightness Temperature 40 K 40 K

Sky Brightness Temperature Standard Deviation 0.25 K 0.25 K

Table 1
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In this simulation, a primary 100 Mbps, Ka-Band, GEO-to-ground link is used in conjunction
with a dual beam VR. A secondary, co-located, X-Band system is available to take over
communications in case the Ka-Band link fails. Table 1 details the parameters of both links.

Noise Source Parameters

Parameter Value Units

Equivalent Brightness Temperature 800 K

Radius 15, 30 , 50 m

Velocity 100 m/s

Table 2

A noise source, with parameters outlined in Table 2, traverses across the Ka-Band link. Without
VR capabilities enabled, the Ka-Band link undergoes a fade and data transmission is disabled.
However, when VR capabilities are utilized, the noise source parameters are estimated using the
equations given above. Doing so alerts the cognitive antenna controlling communications to the
impending fade. At the appropriate time, the cognitive antenna changes operations to the X-Band
system, maintaining data throughput while the noise source is obscuring the Ka-Band link.
Simulation results are shown in Fig. 6, while parameter estimations are compared to actual

values in Table 3. Take, for example, Fig. 6a. Here, measured noise temperature data is shown
as a function of time. Twin noise temperature peaks are visible in both VR channels, a result
of the annular beam pattern. The central peak, TComm is the noise temperature present on the
communication link, and TLim (Eq. 3) is the noise temperature above which the Ka-Band link
will fade. The shaded red region denotes the region in time that the VR system estimates a fade
will occur. The top of the shaded region shows the anticipated noise temperature associated
with the fade. Figure 6b displays link power margins for the Ka-Band system (red dashed line)
and the Ka-/X-Band system (black line). It is clear from the figure that without the cognitive
antenna orchestrating a frequency change, the Ka-Band link experiences a fade. Conversely, the
Ka-/X-Band link, when instructed by the VR system, is able to advert the noise source induced
fade.
Figure 6f shows that the VR estimated fade region becomes asymmetrical about the peak

TComm noise temperature. This is not due to the parameter estimate degrading, as is evident
by Table 3. Instead it is a result of the decreasing effective distance between the VR and
communication link noise temperature peaks. As this effective distance decreases, a result of the
noise source radius increasing, the parameter estimate is completed a later time. This is due to
the need for the VR noise temperature to fall below TVRLim , such that a ∆t value (Eq. 7) may be
calculated. In the case of Fig. 6e, fade mitigation is applied immediately after the parameter
estimation is completed.

The asymmetry is reduced by increasing the azimuthal mode number of the VR system. This
is demonstrated in Fig. 7, where the azimuthal mode number for both VR beams was increased
from 20 and 40, to 40 and 60. It is clear from Fig. 7a that the noise temperature peaks are
detected earlier, which allows the parameter estimation routine to complete at an earlier time.
This produces a more symmetrical link power margin during the frequency switch to X-Band
(Fig. 7b).

5. Conclusion

This paper shows that noise source parameters can be extracted from noise temperature time series
data measured with VR systems. Cognitive antennas can take advantage of these parameters to
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(a) Time series noise temperature data for a noises
source with a 15m radius.

(b) Link power margins with and without fade
mitigation enabled, in the presence of a 15m radius
noise source.

(c) Time series noise temperature data for a noises
source with a 30m radius.

(d) Link power margins with and without fade
mitigation enabled, in the presence of a 30m radius
noise source.

(e) Time series noise temperature data for a noises
source with a 50m radius.

(f) Link power margins with and without fade mit-
igation enabled, in the presence of a 50m radius
noise source.

Fig. 6: VRs utilize time series noise temperature data to estimate 1) when a fade will occur, 2) how long
the fade will persist for and 3) how intense the fade will be. This data is then used to enable a frequency
change, from Ka- to X-Band, in order to mitigate the fade.
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(a) Time series noise temperature data for a noises
source with a 50m radius and increased VR beam
diameters.

(b) Link power margins with and without fade miti-
gation enabled, in the presence of a 50m radius noise
source radius and increased VR beam diameters.

Fig. 7: Identifying large diameter noise sources requires large diameter VR beams, in order to maintain a
symmetrical link margin about the fade center.

Noise Source Estimated Parameters

Noise Source Radius 15m 30m

Parameter Units Estimation Actual Estimation Actual

Velocity m/s 101.79 100 98.91 100

Brightness Temperature K 127.34 130.47 303.78 328.05

TOI s 4.96 5.01 5.02 4.98

Persistance s 1.37 0.77 2.74 1.36

Noise Source Radius 50m 50m Revised

Parameter Units Estimation Actual Estimation Actual

Velocity m/s 100.61 100 100.25 100

Brightness Temperature K 602.67 597.64 600.77 597.67

TOI s 5.01 5.04 5.02 5.04

Persistance s 3.96 1.84 4.47 1.84

Table 3

efficiently employ fade mitigation. This is especially useful in the case of small noise sources
such as UAVs and CubeSats, which pose particular interference challenges to high priority
communication systems.
In both this paper, and “Vortex Radiometry: Fundamental Concepts,” the importance of

multi-beam VR systems was noted. It is now apparent that any future implementation of VR
systems must have mutli-beam capabilities. A new technology development effort should be
initiated in order to achieve practical multi-beam VRs. This effort must develop phase modulating
devices (such as SPPs) that are capable of producing aberration free annular beam patterns.
This will require the development of high precision modulators that reduce dispersion of the
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OAM mode spectrum. Research should also be focused on increasing the sensitivity of VRs by
developing high gain radiometers with large bandwidths. This is especially important for VRs
producing large annular beam patterns, because their gain sensitivity is spread over a large area,
thereby reducing their sensitivity to small noise sources.
Achieving these research objectives will enable next generation communication systems to

base their fade mitigation strategies on measured environmental data. Proliferation of UAVs and
CubeSats will make assuring link availabilities over 99% a challenge. Furthermore, designing
communication link margins based on statistical climate data is going to become less reliable as
global climate patterns shift. VRs will provide cognitive antennas with measured data, to keep
high priority communication links available whenever needed.
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